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Introduction
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When we visited Amagansett for the first time in summer 2010, our vision was 
engulfed with the illusion of boundless space as the white sands of long Island’s 
coastline stretched out before us. The beach is so long and without natural break 
that to walk it sends you on a heavenly pathway which promises your destination 
just beyond the brow of the next hill. This land however is as flat as it comes and 
the brow you see shining in the distance is nothing more than the curve of the 
earth.  Blinding with the promise of the infinite, stars fall from the sky and dance 
on wave tips. The earth breathes deeply from its core, appearing to suck the tide 
in and out, in harmony with its own thoracic rhythm. 

“You gotta see this place in winter man”, said Martin Finio, the house’s architect 
and now our dear friend, “it’s magnanimous, powerful, brutal even.”  Looking 
out on the calm white paradise, seduced by its poise and caressed by its grace, 
we rejected the notion of this as a savage landscape. A voice in our heads scoffed 
at the claims of this as a wild and punishing landscape. 

A voice deep in ourselves, the voice of nature within, spoke louder and knew that 
the soft embrace of late summer would pass before long and so we named the 
work Seasons of Tranquility. We chose this name to honour the unpredicatable 
brevity of calm in nature (and by extension, the mind) and because of the work’s 
topographical likeness to the cratered surface of the moon.

As I write, most of NYC is without power, wrecked as she has been by Hurricane 
Sandy: the world’s greatest city tossed around for larks, like the pieces of 
driftwood we saw, cast into the ocean by small boys for the fun of seeing them 
washed ashore again. We can only wonder what the house witnessed that day, 
how Seasons of Tranquility stood up to the battle, how she has aged, what new 
lines have formed and what new cracks mark the most challenging moments in 
her young life. 

We would like to thank Adam and Brittany Levinson for commissioning us to 
create this work and to Taryn Christoff and Martin Finio, the house’s architects, 
for their support throughout.

Ian Abell 
Based Upon co-founder
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Journey

As we stood on site for the first time with Adam and Brittany, and Martin and 
Taryn, we shared a common vision about the work: it should be difficult to 
comprehend and its origins impossible to fathom. Brittany felt that the viewer 
should not know whether this work had been discovered and the house built 
around it or whether it had landed here on the beach and been salvaged as an 
artwork. Or perhaps dug from deep within the earth. There was a real unity of 
vision in the room that day and part of me believes that we all saw the artwork 
that first day in our minds, even though we had done no research, composition 
work or natural development. 

The artwork went on to evolve like that.  We saw cracks and craters in washed 
up driftwood logs and we cast from them so we may borrow their marks.  John, 
an old sea dog and the projects contractor, knew the nooks and crannies of the 
Montauk peninsular better than anyone and he took us to those spots so that 
we may cast from her most expressive and elusive textures.  I think it was out of 
habit that we worked in this way, following our trusted process of borrowing the 
marks that most define a landscape and applying our now iconic blue spots of 
alginate paste to lift a perfect cast of the textural marks beneath. By the end of the 
second day, coming to terms with Martin’s assurance that winter would see her 
in the dark shadow of her cycle, we felt that our job was not to borrow the marks 
that we had lifted but to understand the energetic phenomenon that created the 
marks and to work with these forces to create a new textural landscape. In that 
revelation, Seasons of Tranquility was transferred from something we could see 
or at least feel, into something we could make.
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The seasons in clay

At based upon we had been fascinated for some time with the marks found in 
nature. Many of these are borrowed from the landscape by taking physical casts 
from naturally occurring textures. We had also completed an earlier series called 
‘crack’, which had worked not with casting marks that nature had created but 
by creating natural marks by speeding up the drying process of a piece of clay to 
create a fissured landscape of its own. 

At the beach we began to wonder how we might put a slab of clay through the 
four seasons.  If the work we had done with heat represented the caustic effects 
of summer, how might we play at winter, spring and fall?

We were experimenting for some weeks with dry ice to represent winter, shower 
heads to mimic rain, and applying wet slip from great heights to create new 
layers on the surface and represent the falling leaves of autumn. We had been 
manipulating dry clay in all of these tests and we came to understand that we 
should begin, not with a slab of dry clay, but with wet slip.  Instead of making 
marks in the surface of a clay tablet we would work with the natural swelling and 
cracking that occurs when slip dries and becomes solid clay. The dry ice, showered 
rain, slip pats and drips became mark-making techniques that we could use to 
influence the natural drying process but not control it. Blow torches were used 
as paint brushes, prising open creases that had formed naturally in the surface. 
Rocks of dry ice created subcutaneous craters. The work had been handed back 
to nature. We could guide the marks through our artistic intervention, but we 
could not control the outcome. Recognising our smallness within the majesty of 
nature brought the work much closer to the environment of which it spoke. 
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Making of the artwork

Making the work was akin to a performance. We estimated that we had about 24 
hours to guide the clay as it naturally dried and cracked, before it reached a solid 
state. This estimate turned out to be way short of the truth and it was indeed 2 
weeks until the piece was solid enough to make the silicon moulds that would 
be sent to the foundry for casting. We built trays at approximately 7 metres by 
3 metres, working somewhat oversize to allow for the shrinkage in the clay. 
Performing live, knowing that we could not reclaim the moment that had passed 
and that the clay was on an irreversible journey from liquid to solid, brought an 
appropriate energy to the work. The effect of our marks, whether it be with dry 
ice, heat or rain, altered with each moment that passed. To assist with the sense 
of performance we lit the stage on which we would work, theatrically, and one 
of our team played live: sampling the sounds we created and feeding them back 
into a musical track that he created and played while we worked. The scene had 
the air of a dark fairytale acted out at the National Ballet: mysterious figures in 
white suits and masks navigated an area thick with rising mist from the dry ice to 
the strange amplified sounds of burning gas.

Once the silicon had been applied to the work in our studio, it was sent to the 
foundry for casting. It was created in pieces and welded back together to achieve 
the monolithic tablets that made up the final work. Back in the based upon studio 
we worked for months on the final finishing of the lunar landscape that nature 
had formed with our stoic assistance. Various patinations were experimented 
with but in the end, it was decided that the patination should come from nature. 
The work runs from inside of the house to the outside. It seemed fitting in 
handing the work over to nature that the inside should become a time capsule of 
how the work was when we created it, and the outside should be left to age at the 
hands of the environment that it sought to emulate.
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The work installed

We had imagined that under the conditions of the Atlantic’s salty air the work 
would take on a green hue normally associated with ageing bronze. When we 
visited the site shortly after installation however, we found that the work had 
turned red. The foundry cannot fathom how the bronze has gone this colour and 
concludes that it must be the unique quality of minerality in the sand and sea 
that have been blown to hit the work that have caused this unique tone. It was 
the perfect conclusion to a project that set out to surrender the artists control to 
the force of nature that it should surprise us so wonderfully with its colour. We 
look forward to visting as the years pass to see how it might astound us further.

I have a sense in my mind of the work many years from now, when the wooden 
house has been eroded by the marine landscape and is in a state of semi decay. 
I see an angular bronze fin protruding sharply from the wreckage, changing 
colour beyond my imagination and displaying new and untold cracks but going 
nowhere, as the house of wood, glass and modern plastic materials decay into 
the earth around it. I wonder if some centuries from now, someone will find it on 
the beach or discover it beneath an ocean that has reclaimed this land. It makes 
me smile to imagine them wondering what this object is, how it was created, 
questioning whether it has landed from the sky or been dug from deep within the 
earth and then choosing to build a house around it and thereby completing the 
cycle of the brief which we were set.
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